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Welcome to the Spring 2020 issue of Utah State’s Journal on Empowering Teaching Excellence. We hope this issue finds all well, safe, and healthy. As scholars, we are all acutely aware of the constraints and opportunities offered by the world health crisis occurring at the time of this issue’s publication. This issue explores opportunities to strengthen academic and intellectual vigor by focusing on the tripartite mission of higher education: that of teaching, research, and service.

We open with a book review by Robert Peterson, Associate Director of USU’s Uintah Basin Statewide Campus, and the Uintah Basin USU campus director of Students. He offers valuable insight and response to Dr. Steven M. Gavazzi and E. Gordon Gee’s book, *Land-Grant Universities for the Future: Higher Education for the Public Good* (2018). Peterson’s review pairs nicely with the next selection, an article by Dr. Gavazzi himself, titled “Teaching Excellence: The Core of the Land-Grant Mission.” He discusses the tri-partite mission of the land-grant institution and the unforced errors that universities make that lead them away from their mission of teaching, research, and service.

In the remainder of the issue, authors bring to bear their land-grant backgrounds in timely, relevant, and applicable ways. Dr. Antje Graul offers strategies for converting courses to online content, an article of great value in this time of urgent need for alternative course delivery options. Dr. David Law and his colleagues explore the literature on faculty to undergraduate mentoring programs and open a dialogue for future research. Dr. Sherena Huntsman and her colleagues share research regarding Open Educational Resources as a way to increase accessibility for all students. Finally, Dr. Christopher Garrett adds a vital piece to the tripartite conversation with his research on and application of Discussion Based Learning.

Please enjoy all this issue has to offer and be inspired to teach, research, and serve classrooms, universities, and communities in new and unconventional ways. Invite colleagues to do the same. Download this issue, click “follow” to subscribe, and submit your work on empowering excellence in education soon.
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